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- College thriller with „Gossip Girl“-factor
CONTENT
The stars are aligning for seventeen-year-old Ivy. Thanks to
her mother's new job, she's landed a scholarship for St.
Mitchell, a high society private school. This is a once-in-alifetime opportunity to make her dream of becoming a
lawyer come true. Initially intimidated by her classmates,
New York, and the life of the upper crust on the Upper East
Side, in the first weeks Ivy relies on her new friend Kelly and
especially Heath, another student at St. Mitchell. She and
Heath experience a summer full of romance and heartthrob before their senior year begins – and everything
changes.
With senior year begins The Game. Rumors about this St.
Mitchell's tradition abound, and have frightened Ivy ever
since she first heard about it. The Game means blackmail,
lies, and intrigues – a time in which no one knows who they
can trust. The winner knows the sins and secrets of
everyone who plays, and anyone who gets caught is
expelled.
Ivy, worried about her scholarship and her future, tries with
all her might to stay clear of The Game. But when Heath
suddenly starts giving her the cold shoulder and the leaders
of the game exert more and more pressure on her, she is
quickly caught up in a swirl of dares, love, and betrayal from
which there is no turning back.
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Stefanie Hasse is not only a successful author, but has also
made a name for herself as a book blogger. When she's not
immersed in various worlds through books, she dreams up
romantic stories and enjoys surprising her readings with
unexpected twists and turns. She has won over many
readers with her books for teens and long lines form at her
book signing events. Stefanie Hasse lives in southern
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